Cool stuff we saw at World Ag Expo
World Ag Expo is a place to
showcase new products available to
the dairy industry. Here are just a few
of the innovative solutions Progressive
Dairyman staff discovered while
attending the show.

The ECAlogix System

A hygiene
solution that
has been in
use for more
than 30 years
in the water
treatment
industry was
introduced to
agriculture
at World Ag
Expo. Zurex
PharmAgra unveiled the ECAlogix
System, which makes it possible for
dairies to create a large amount of
base disinfectant for pennies per
gallon directly on the farm. According
to Michael Pawlak, director of
agricultural operations for Zurex
PharmAgra, large-herd dairymen
can produce their own products at a
payback that is phenomenal.
The electrochemical activation
(ECA) process begins when water
is mixed with a purified sodium
chloride solution. It moves through an
electrolytic cell to generate an active
germicidal agent. This concentrate
solution is an oxychloride combination
that is more effective than common
chlorine bleach, yet safe when applied
to skin tissue.
This system allows farms to focus
on sustainability and food safety by
creating high quantities of germicidal
agents from the concentrate and/or
proprietary additives to defend against
a wide spectrum of microorganisms.
Used for cleaning, sanitizing and
disinfection, the system can be applied
to pre-milking and post-milking teat

hygiene, hoof treatment, cleaning
equipment, cleaning walls and calf
hutches, CIP cleaning, laundry and
water treatment.
Pawlak adds that use of the system
dramatically reduces the purchase of
chemicals, chemical transportation and
packaging costs, and chemical storage
on-site.

Cow Vac

A new chute-side vacuum that
removes horn, face and stable flies from
grazing dairy cattle was on display
at this year’s show. The new piece of
equipment was first developed and
prototyped at NC State University’s
research dairy and is now being
marketed by Spalding Laboratories.
Tom Spalding, the company’s owner,
says the first commercial prototypes
will be installed on several grazing
dairies this spring.
The machine’s vacuum blows a
current of air from one side of the
chute while a vacuum on the other side
of the chute sucks in the air blowing
from the opposite side. Spalding says
the chute’s air current will blast horn
flies, which usually attach themselves
near the leg or flank of an animal, with
air to dislodge them and push them
close enough to the vacuum on the
other side to be sucked up. A vacuum
on the front of the chute is designed to
suck up flies from a cow’s face and back
as she passes through the chute.
Spalding says he is most excited
about the new equipment for its
potential to help control horn flies,
for which traditional methods of fly
abatement are often less effective.
The new piece of equipment can
be placed in a gateway between grass
pasture and a watering trough or in a
chute leading up to the parlor or exiting
from it. Spalding says he believes the
best placement for it will be as a chute
leading up to the parlor.

The first commercial installations
will be monitoring the efficacy of the
equipment to remove horn, face and
stable flies throughout this summer.

DairySource app

A new all-in-one
dairy app for tablets
and smartphones was
unveiled publicly at
World Ag Expo. The app, named
DairySource and created by Elanco
Animal Health, aggregates dairy news,
local weather and CME market reports
into one place. Pam Boocher, a senior
marketing associate for Elanco, says
the company developed the app after
noticing the need for a mobile solution
that could provide producers with
all of the information they search for
frequently in one place.
The free app is currently
available in the iTunes and Android
marketplaces. Find it by searching for
DairySource.
Boocher says eventually the
company will integrate some of its own
proprietary Web-based calculators and
decision-making tools into the app’s
resource section.

representative, said the original
inventor of the saw developed a way to
instantaneously stop the blade from
spinning. In 0.005 seconds from when
you first touch the spinning blade,
the blade folding mechanism drops
the blade below the top of the saw.
This is 10 times faster than an air bag
deploys. You can’t see it and you end
up with a nick instead of lost fingers.
Not only does this saw compete
with any saw on the market, but it
also fills a need with its built-in safety
feature. The additional safety reduces
liability costs, as well as medical costs
due to injuries. It takes five minutes to
replace the cartridge, instead of having
to take an employee to a hospital. PD
See a video of the SawStop
at progressivedairy.com

This doesn’t work.

SawStop

Every nine minutes across the U.S.,
there is a table saw accident. Thanks to
an invention called SawStop, some of
those accidents can be prevented. One
of this year’s top new products at World
Ag Expo, this table saw can detect if it
has come into contact with human skin
and will stop immediately, avoiding
major accidents.
Doug Weiland, a company
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What are
you reading?

Pasture management in New Zealand
Alisa Raty for Progressive Forage Grower

Pasture management in New Zealand
By Alisa Raty

“The grass growth varies enormously. You get a lot of variation in the
climate, and even though you might expect a certain growth rate, it
may not happen. So it’s the variation in what you expect to happen
that’s a difﬁcult thing to manage.”

Here are some of the articles recently
published in Progressive Forage Grower.

A long-term solution to reducing excessive soil moisture
Donald R. Miller for Progressive Forage Grower
The year 2011 proved to be very
challenging for farmers across the
country due to extremes in weather.
Several regions of the country
experienced historic droughts and
many farmers struggled to keep crops
alive, while others faced the extreme
opposite of prolonged periods of
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rain and ﬂooding that resulted in
extremely wet soil conditions that
delayed or prevented spring plantings.
Both these extremes resulted in
increased farm expenses as well as
lost revenue.
Weather-related problems are
nothing new to farmers, and they
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Assess alfalfa stands in spring to
gauge density, winter survival
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After a harsh winter season, it is important for growers
to catch any potential winterkill or injury by walking their
alfalfa ﬁelds and assessing winter survival. Early detection
of winter injury problems is key to making sound forage
management decisions.
Read more online at: bit.ly/WinterInjury

often struggle with the question of
what cropping strategies they should
use to help buﬀer the eﬀect of these
extremes in weather and still make a
proﬁt.
Alfalfa producers have known for
years that alfalfa has several cropping
advantages under drought conditions,
due mainly to its deep taproot that
can access soil moisture to a greater
depth than most crops. However,
researchers are currently suggesting
that the same rooting characteristic
also makes alfalfa a crop farmers
should seriously consider including
in their crop plan to help minimize
losses not only in drought situations
but also during prolonged wet periods.

Drought advantage

In periods of drought, alfalfa

Alfalfa’s advantage
in reclaiming wet soils

Corn gene helps fight multiple
leaf diseases
A speciﬁc gene in corn seems to confer resistance to three
important leaf diseases, according to U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) scientists and their university colleagues.
This discovery could potentially help plant breeders build
disease-resistance traits into future corn plants.
Read more online at: bit.ly/CornGenes

A new tool for mapping water use
and drought

Farmers and water managers may soon have an online tool
to help them assess drought and irrigation impacts on water
use and crop development, thanks to the work of two U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) scientists.
Read more online at: bit.ly/WaterUseage

“Where is this?” and other contests
Periodically in the Progressive Forage Grower e-newsletter we’ll
announce a new contest where we give away hats or other prizes to the
winners. Watch for the contests and come play along!
Sign up for the e-newsletter at: bit.ly/SubscribeFG
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producers have always taken some
solace in the fact that although alfalfa
is generally considered a high water
user, it is relatively drought-tolerant
and can survive extended periods
with minimal stand loss. This
drought tolerance stems from alfalfa’s
extensive root system that can reach
soil depths of 5 to 6 feet in the ﬁrst
year of growth and depths of 25 feet
or more in mature stands.
This strong, deep taproot system
allows alfalfa to extract soil moisture
at greater depths, enabling it to
survive and maintain growth longer
than most crops. The root system
also provides a buﬀering eﬀect to
forage production losses during low
water periods and can minimize or
eliminate stand losses that can result
in the added expense of replanting
damaged or lost stands due to
drought.

Dr. Donald R. Miller
Director of Product
Development
Producer’s Choice
d.miller@producerschoiceseed.com
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The problem of excessive soil
moisture and rising water tables
has recently come to the forefront
in states like North Dakota, which
has seen back-to-back abnormally
wet years and with extended wet
periods that have adversely aﬀected
farming operations. During these
wet periods, excess moisture not
utilized by shallow-rooted plants
or from fallow ground percolation
penetrates through the soil proﬁle and
signiﬁcantly contributes to a rise in
water table levels.
In many regions the water tables
have risen to such a level that they
have discharged into low-lying ﬁelds,
making them unfarmable due to wet,
soggy soil conditions. In some cases,
the soil water that has reached the
surface has brought with it dissolved
salts, which eventually accumulates
on the soil surface and severely limits
*TTVFt.BSDI 

New Zealand is known for sheep,
exported dairy products, green
hillsides and The Lord of the Rings.
It also has an ideal climate for
grazing livestock. On average, New
Zealand receives approximately
between 25 and 59 inches of rain,
evenly spread over the year except
for two dry months in the summer.
Because of the mild climate, where
the lows in winter average 50°F, grass
grows all year round. The volcanic soil
drains well, making it less likely to
damage a wet pasture.
These are some of the reasons
why sharemilkers, like Colin
Grainger-Allen and his wife, Hazel,
are moving to New Zealand.
Sharemilkers are dairy farmers that
rent land and facilities by paying a
percentage of their milk check, and
then provide the cows, the machinery
and the labor, according to GraingerAllen.
The Grainger-Allens moved from
the U.K. to New Zealand in 2001.
Since then, they have been building
their herd and managing their
pastures. As is common for dairy
farmers there, they have a low-input
system that is pasture-based.
Grainger-Allen says that one of the
reasons for his success is this system.
“It doesn’t require huge capital

cost to do it. You need the cows, the
farm and the equipment to milk the
cows, and other than that you don’t
need a lot of capital cost to get the
system up and running. So, for us
coming in with little capital, we’re able
to work up through the system from
management into buying cows and a
little extra machinery and equipment
to go with it. It’s an easier way of
getting in,” Grainger-Allen says.
The Grainger-Allens milk twice
a day, moving their 550 cows to a
new pasture every time. The pastures
range in size from 1 to 3 hectares (2.5
to 7.4 acres). They rest each pasture for
21 days, which, Grainger-Allen says, is
just the right amount of time for them
to grow back.
The Grainger-Allens also base
their pasture rotation on forage
measurements made by using a rising
plate meter. The rising plate meter is
used to measure height and density of
forage in a pasture.
“It looks a little bit like a walking
stick. On the handle is a small,
digital readout, and on the foot of the
walking stick is an aluminum plate
that is about one foot by one foot in
size. It slides up and down according
to how deep the pasture is,” says
Tom Phillips, a New Zealand dairy
consultant.

Colin Grainger-Allen, his wife, Hazel, and their daughter are successful
pasture-based dairy farmers in New Zealand. Photo courtesy of the Grainger-Allen family.
According to Phillips, this is the
most common way New Zealand
farmers measure their grass growth.
The readings are taken and put into a
spreadsheet, where it is converted into
kilograms of dry matter per hectare.
The information is then used to
calculate stocking rates.
“Over time, they learn how much
each farm can produce. What they
try to do is use 70-80 percent of what
grows each year, so that determines
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the stocking rates,” Phillips says.
Grazing the right number of
cattle can be the best thing for a
pasture in New Zealand.
“There is a limit to this, but in
general, if you put more cows on
the pasture, you tend to grow more
pasture as well. That’s because the
biological system in the soil, using the
animals, starts to cycle the nutrients
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A long-term solution to reducing
excessive soil moisture
By Donald R. Miller

Alfalfa’s utilization of shallow and deep soil moisture coupled with its high
water usage (48-60 inches per year) makes it an excellent crop choice in
helping to deplete excess soil moisture from water table recharge zones.

Subscribe today at progressiveforage.com/subscribe
Seed to feed
“It is the crops that feed the cows
that make the milk which creates
the money.” — Tom Kilcer, Certiﬁed Crop Adviser
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Irrigation system
maintenance
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• Increase Breeding Efﬁciency
• Pregnancy Detection
• Ovarian & Uterine Evaluation
• Fetal Sexing
• Price Breakthrough
• Battery Power
• Digital Image, USB Port
• Large Screen, Under 5 Lbs
• Training Available

Learn about some individual parts to inspect
in your pivot irrigation system. PG. 21

Start your spring right
Read these ﬁve tips to help prepare your ﬁeld
for a proﬁtable spring. PG. 7

Forage
masters
This dairy family knows
that to create a high-quality
product you need to do
everything right. PG. 4
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